A decision tool for whole-body CT in major trauma that safely reduces unnecessary scanning and associated radiation risks: An initial exploratory analysis.
Whole-body CT (WBCT) has become routine practice in the assessment of major trauma patients. Whilst this may be associated with increased survival, several studies report high rates of negative scans. As no national guideline exists, selection criteria for WBCT vary widely. This study aims to (1) produce a scoring system that improves patient selection for WBCT (2) quantify patient radiation doses and their concomitant risk of malignancy. Clinical notes were reviewed for all patients undergoing a WBCT for trauma over a 21-month period at a UK major trauma centre. Clinical and radiological findings were categorised according to body region. Univariate analysis was performed using Chi-squared testing, followed by multivariable logistic regression. Secondary regression analysis of patients with significant injuries that the model did not identify was performed. The model was optimised and used to develop a scoring system. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated using the same dataset as was used to derive the models. Radiation exposure was determined and the excess lifetime risk of malignancy calculated. 255 patients were included, with a mean age of 45 years. 16% of scans were positive for polytrauma, 42% demonstrated some injury and 42% showed no injury. The regression model identified independent predictors of polytrauma to be (1) clinical signs in more than one body region, (2) reduced Glasgow Coma Score, (3) haemodynamic abnormality, (4) respiratory abnormality, (5) mechanism of injury. The final model had a sensitivity of 95% (95% CI 86-99%) and specificity of 59% (95% CI 52-66%) for significant CT findings. Mean radiation exposure was 31.8 mSv, conferring a median excess malignancy risk of 1 in 474. After including neurological deficit, our scoring system had a sensitivity of 97% (95% CI 88-99%) and specificity of 56% (95% CI 49-64%) for significant injury. We propose this is used to stratify the use of trauma radiographs, focused CT and WBCT for major trauma patients. Although not intended to replace clinical judgement, our scoring system adds an objective component to decision-making. We believe this will safely reduce the number of unnecessary CT scans performed on a relatively young cohort of patients.